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Pharmacogenomics Fact Sheet 
 

What is pharmacogenomics (also known as PGx)? PGx, a subgroup of precision medicine, is the 
study of how an individual’s genes may affect their response to certain medications. These tests 
are used by health care providers to help predict how someone will respond to certain 
medications based on their DNA. The word is a combination of "pharmacology" or the study of 
drugs, and "genetics" like our DNA. Genetics can determine hereditary conditions, traits, and how 
the body responds to certain drugs and medications. Pharmacogenetics help to inform an 
individual about how well their body can use those drugs and medications. Pharmacogenetics 
may help decrease the potential for side effects (adverse drug reactions) and improve dosing. 
 
Who is conducting this test? Blue Cross and BCN’s pharmacy benefit manager has engaged a 
vendor to do the test. The vendor is a genetics company who makes the pharmacogenomic test 
your patients are using as part of this study.  
 
What is the Pharmacogenomics test? This is a PGx test that analyzes a limited portion of the 
patient’s DNA as it relates to the medications they currently take. The test provides information on 
25 genes that may help health care providers optimize medication selection and reduce 
medication trial and error for that patient. Health care providers can use the test results to help 
them determine how that patient may respond to many medications used across common 
specialties, including psychiatry, oncology support, pain, cardiology, and more.  
 
How can I use this test? As a health care provider, you can use a patient’s results both 
retrospectively – to help you understand why they might not be getting the desired result from a 
medication – and proactively – to help you select a new medication and appropriate dose. 
 
What data supports the clinical utility of pharmacogenomics?  Adverse drug reactions are the 
fourth leading cause of death and are estimated to cost $136 billion annually. 
 
Adverse drug reactions account for up to 7% of all hospital admissions and up to 20% of re-
admissions, according to estimates. An estimated 10% - 20% of adverse drug reactions may be 
due to genetic factors. 
 
Currently, over 200 medications have PGx information or information about changes in exposure 
related to drug metabolism in the FDA drug label. Many medications (for example, Plavix® and 
codeine) have PGx information in the black-box warning and other cautionary sections.  
 
As shown in the Mayo Clinic RIGHT Study and Vanderbilt PREDICT Study, more than 90% of 
patients were found to have genetic variants that could affect how certain medications may work 
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for them. These genetic results can help clinicians guide prescriptions or dosages for certain 
drugs.  
 
Another Mayo Clinic study shows pharmacogenomics helps to improve patient confidence with 
their drug regimens. Participants reported that they would be more likely to take the medication 
as prescribed if pharmacogenomic information was used to help select the medication or dose.* 
*Olson JE, et al. Genet Med 2017;19(7):819-25. 
 
Where can I get more information**?  
You can visit the websites of the following organizations: 

● PharmGKB (pharmgkb.org) is a comprehensive resource that curates knowledge about 
the impact of genetic variation on drug response for clinicians and researchers.   

● The Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) is an international 
consortium of individual volunteers and a small,dedicated staff who are interested in 
facilitating the use of pharmacogenetic tests for patient care, at cpicpgx.org.    

● The Pharmacogene Variation (PharmVar) Consortium is a central repository for 
pharmacogene (PGx) variation that focuses on haplotype structure and allelic variation, 
at pharmvar.org.   

● FDA: Table of Pharmacogenomic Biomarkers in Drug Labeling lists therapeutic products 
with pharmacogenomic information found in the drug labeling, at fda.gov/medical-
devices/precision-medicine/table-pharmacogenetic-associations. 


